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PRESS RELEASE 
 

March 8 2019  

TASTE CONTEMPORARY AT MIART 2019 

 

TASTE CONTEMPORARY is delighted to announce its participation in MIART 2019, which takes 

place from 5 - 7 April 2019 in Milano, Italy 

 

For its first presentation at this prestigious fair, Taste Contemporary is proud to present a body of 

new work by the New Zealand based artist, Virginia Leonard, whose emotional, emotive and 

intensely personal ceramic pieces are powerful self-portraits that address bodily scarring and 

experiences of chronic pain. The maturity of Leonard’s work belies the fact that this artist only began 

working with clay in 2013. Her ceramic practice follows a successful painting career in her native 

country and her painterly approach is evident in her current work in which she moves clay as she 

would have moved paint on a canvas, making the material gestural as she builds her constructions.   

Alongside Virginia Leonard, Taste Contemporary will also present new works by the British based 

textile artist, Ptolemy Mann who creates large scale works in which exquisite dynamics of colour move 

across fine surfaces creating a painterly sweep. Mann established her own studio practice after 

graduation from Central Saint Martins and the Royal College of Art, London. Her unique approach to 

hand dyeing and weaving wall-based, architectural art works has become the basis for a modern-day 

Bauhaus philosophy of art making and design underpinned with intelligent colour theory.  

Established by Monique Deul, Taste Contemporary showcases contemporary and 20th century work 

by a select group of established artists who employ the intrinsic characteristics of clay, textiles, glass, 

metal and wood to realise their ambitious concepts in the most extraordinary ways. Creating 

sculptural objects and art works that are inspiring, surprising and completely fresh, their work is 

sought after and acquired by collectors and museums worldwide. In addition to presenting work by 

internationally recognised artists, Taste Contemporary is also committed to seeking out new voices in 

contemporary craft, an exciting but relatively untapped segment of the art market. Dedicated to 

encouraging a greater appreciation and understanding of these artists, Taste Contemporary 

promotes their expressive and ambitious work through its annual programme that includes 

participation in international fairs, museum collaborations and other exclusive events, as well as 

regular gallery exhibitions.  

TASTE CONTEMPORARY at MIART 2019 
 

Two-Person Exhibition  

Virginia Leonard and Ptolemy Mann 

 

Location 

Stand O13, Pavilion 3, Gate 5, Fieramilanocity, Viale Scarampo 20149, Milano, Italy 

 

Dates 

5 - 7 April 2019 | Friday and Saturday: 12.00 - 20.00 | Sunday: 11.00 - 19.00 


